With technological advances leading to an increase in mechanisms for image tampering, fraud detection methods must continue to be upgraded to match their sophistication. One problem with current methods is that they require prior knowledge of the method of forgery in order to determine which features to extract from the image to localize the region of interest. When a machine learning algorithm is used to learn different types of tampering from a large set of various image types, with a large enough database we can easily classify which images are tampered (by training on the entire image feature map for each image) [28] . However, we still are left with the question of which features to train on, and how to localize the manipulation. To solve this, object detection networks such as Faster R-CNN [22] , which combine an RPN (Region Proposal Network) with a CNN, have recently been adapted to fraud detection by utilizing their ability to propose bounding boxes for objects of interest to localize the tampering artifacts [29] . By making use of the computational powers of todays GPUs this method also achieves a fast run-time and higher accuracy than the top current methods such as noise analysis, ELA (Error Level Analysis), or CFA (Color Filter Array) [29] . In this work, a multi-linear Faster RCNN network will be applied similarly but with the second stream having an input of the ELA JPEG compression level mask. This is shown to provide even higher accuracy by adding training features from the segmented image map to the network.
INTRODUCTION
Images are often trusted as evidence or proof in fields such as journalism, forensic investigations, military intelligence, scientific research and publications, crime detection and legal proceedings, investigation of insurance claims, andr medical imaging [21] . In order to protect legal and political photos while maintaining research integrity or reproducibility, image manipulation detection is a highly necessary tool [7] . As technology advances, common image tampering techniques such as retouching or resampling which involves geometric This work was supported by Grant ORI2016000141 from the US Dept. of Health and Human Services. The ideas and implementation in this work are primarily the produce of the first author (RY). NM improved the presentation, while PT was the initiator of the overall image fraud project transformations on part of the image, image splicing which involves pasting a part of one image to another image, copymove fraud which involves copying one part of the same image to another location within the photo [14] , or removal which is the elimination of a region of the image by inpainting [29] , are widely available to the public. Worse yet, this often includes post-processing such as Gaussian smoothing, making it even more difficult for humans to recognize the tampered regions with the naked eye. Due to the difficulty of distinguishing fake and authentic images, research in this field has become integral to preventing hacking.
A few of the most common and effective detection methods currently being used include the color filter array (CFA) [3] , image noise analysis using noise filters [18] , Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) frequency analysis [11] , Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), JPEG compression measurement using methods such as Block Artifact Grid (BAG) [27] , and ELA (Error Level Analysis) [12] , and many modifications of these [1] [6] [16] [28] . Detection of different methods such as copy-paste fraud, added WGN (White Gaussian Noise), and color enhancements, each require different filters and algorithms (eg. PCA, DWT, or DCT-based) which must also be applied at different sized bounding boxes depending on the size of the tampered region [11] . Additionally, the method needed often depends on the image type, such as JPEG, PNG, or TIFF [27] . This makes it difficult to determine which technique to apply to which image, since these details are often not provided. A method of detection that is generalizable to various differences between images or even new types of tampering is of great need today.
CNN for Tampering Detection
With the increase in image data available, and the increase in efficiency of modern GPUs to handle bigger problems, there has been interest in the application of machine learning for image fraud detection. These more sophisticated techniques have been able to train a model to estimate the probability of the images feature map (or sub-image feature blocks) being tampered [15] . Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), are well suited for image tampering detection, and have been shown capable of detecting textures, noise, and resampling efficiently [2] [4] [5] [13] [25] .
With the increase in use of deep-learning for these highly diverse image tasks, it was then found that networks which are trained in object-detection can be be adapted to manipulation detection [29] . Instead of proposing bounding boxes for objects of interest to localize the objects in the image, they localize the tampering artifacts by training on the manipulated dataset [29] .
R-CNN
Specifically, Regional CNN (R-CNN) does the following: During training, a set of candidate regions of interest (RoIs) is generated, each possibly containing tampering, and then checked against ground truth, is as follows:
image data -> generate RoIs -> CNN layers -> dense layers -> tampering classification
Various refinements exist that make the generation and checking of the numerous RoIs more efficient. These include Fast R-CNN and Faster R-CNN.
Subsequent work [29] improved the accuracy of image forgery detection over previous methods by using a bilinear approach. By simultaneously examining both the RGB image content and noise information [19] , a combination of techniques is employed for tampering detection:
image data -> RPN: generate candidate RoIs -> conv. layers -> stream1=RGB, stream2=Noise -> dense layers -> tampering classification
• stream 1, the RGB channels, are able to capture inconsistencies at tampered boundaries.
• stream 2, models local Noise, which may vary between the target image and the spliced portion
The output of the CNN is fed both into the stream1 and stream2 filters, both of which become features, which are combined in an outer product operation [17] .
The Present Work
Here we use ELA instead of Noise:
image data -> RPN: generate candidate RoIs -> CNN layers RoIs -> stream1=RGB, stream2=ELA -> dense layers -> tampering classification
The ELA stream is essential. Each 8×8 block in an image will have a Quality level. The various blocks of a given image will typically have similar levels. But when part of the source image is removed and pasted into the target image, the pasted section will likely have a Quality level substantially different from the other parts of the picture.
Our preliminary work showed that ELA performs the best image segmentation compared to other current methods listed above and works just as well on non-JPEG images since the compression levels will still be different. Thus it makes sense to use this as stream2.
METHODS
The framework presented here builds on the Faster RCNN network [22] , with two streams instead of one. The RGB stream takes an input of all three color channels from the image, making it most efficient for measuring color and lighting changes. The JPEG compression stream will have an input of the Error Level Analysis (ELA) [12] of the image to provide additional evidence of manipulation. This technique is a modification to the bilinear Faster RCNN in [29] , which used a noise filter as the second stream input; we use ELA instead.
JPEG Compression Analysis Stream
The Error Level Analysis (ELA) output is a greyscale heatmap image that is created as follows: One saves the image at a slightly lower JPEG Quality level, reads it back in, and computes the pixel-by-pixel difference within 8x8 blocks from the original image. Since image regions with lower Quality in the original image will degrade at a higher rate when compressed, subtracting the decompressed image from the original image gives the difference in Quality levels in each block. Image blocks that originally had lower Quality levels will have the highest error and brightest color in the greyscale output heatmap since the pixel values are higher. The steps of ELA are summarized below:
• read in image as JPEG
• write image as JPEG with Quality lower level (eg. 90)
• read in compressed image (decompress)
• take absolute value of the difference between the decompressed image in step 3 and the original image in step 1
Since the RGB stream alone has been shown to be highly accurate in detection of manipulated regions [29] , only this stream provides the region proposals of the RPN layer. Before being combined with the JPEG compression layer for RoI (Regions of Interest) pooling, the RoIs produced by the RPN of the RGB stream are used for bounding box regression to provide a localized box around the region including detection accuracy measures. After the two streams are fused through multi-stream pooling, they are input into the fully connected layer for manipulation classification [29] .
The loss for the RPN network is defined as
• g i represents the probability of anchor i being a manipulated region in a mini batch,
• g * i is the ground-truth label for anchor i to be manipulated
• f i , f * i are the four dimensional bounding box coordinates for anchor i and the ground-truth, respectively
• L cls denotes cross entropy loss for RPN network and L reg denotes smooth L 1 loss for regression
• N cls denotes the size of a mini-batch
• λ is a hyper-parameter to balance the two losses
Multi-Stream Pooling
Multi-stream pooling is used to combine both streams while maintaining the spatial information between each of the pixels in the images being processed through each stream [29] . The output of the multi-stream pooling layer is x = f T RGB f JP GC , where f RGB is the RoI of the RGB stream and f JP GC is the RoI of the JPEG compression analysis stream. The predicted classes of the Regions of Interest are output from the network's fully connected and soft-max layers and cross entropy loss is used for classification and smooth L 1 loss for bounding box regression [29] . The total loss function is the sum of all of the features as shown below:
where • L total denotes total loss • L RP N denotes the RPN loss
• L tamper denotes the final cross entropy classification loss (based on the output of multi-stream pooling)
• L bbox denotes the final bounding box regression loss
• f RGB represents the RoI from the RGB stream
• f JP GC represents the RoI from the JPEG compression stream
Implementation
The model was implemented in Python with a slightly modified version of the Faster RCNN library [23] on a Quadro 6000 GPU. The network was first trained and tested on a pregenerated spliced image database constructed from the PAS-CAL VOC data [9] , by digitally selecting the random objects by their bounding boxes provided in each dataset, and pasting them into another image, moving the new object bounding box annotation with it. Second, it was trained and tested on subsets of a few traditional image manipulation datasets.
RESULTS

Synthetic Dataset Tests
The spliced image in Figure 1 , from the CASIA [8] , database, will be used to show an example of the output of ELA and the Faster-RCNN network model. The cat in the image has been cut out and pasted from another image.
Fig. 1. Example Tampered Input Image
The output of the ELA filter applied to the cat image is shown in Figure 2 . The output from the multi-stream model (with ELA) is shown on in the figure below (having slightly higher accuracy).
Fig. 4. Output of the Multi-Stream Faster-RCNN Model with ELA
The model was tested using the test function provided in Faster RCNN library [23] based on the evaluation metric for PASCAL VOC project [10] . The AP score that this metric computes is based on the precision and recall. The precision measures how accurate the predictions are using the percentage of the correct predictions out of the total (where F P represents the number of false positive predictions and T P is the number of true positive predictions), as shown below:
The recall measures how well all the positives are found in the test set (where F N is the number of false negative guesses), as shown below
The Intersection over Union (IoU) is the overlap between the predicted bounding box coordinates and those from the ground truth image. For the PASCAL VOC project, the prediction is positive if the IoU is greater than 0.5. Average Precision (AP) is calculated based on an average of the 11-point recall values. Specifically, the AP is calculated as shown below,
r∈0.0,...,1.0 AP r
r∈0.0,...,1.0
where P interp (r) is the precision at the recall value r. When both the test set and the training set consisted of 5k synthetic PASCAL VOC images, the AP score was .90 (averaged over 3 tests on different test sets generated separate from the training set). Figure 5 shows two examples of the visualizations of the predicted boxes on the PASCAL VOC synthetic training set. The top images show the original untampered images from the dataset while the bottom ones show the manipulated images with bounding box coordinates around the predicted region. 
Official Image Manipulation Dataset Tests
Secondly, the network was trained on a few official image manipulation datasets such as subsets of CASIA 1 & 2 [8] , CoMoFoD [24] , and COVER [26] . Only those images from CASIA 1 & 2 with clear bounding boxes were used for testing so that it would be easy to make a fair judgement of the overall prediction accuracy on this dataset. The test sets were randomly selected from the full set of images before training. Since, training beyond 45k steps did not improve accuracy, each training session was stopped prior to this point and lower numbers of were used forsteps for those datasets with less images. The PNG images from CoMoFoD and the TIFF images from CASIA were converted to JPEG before being input into the ELA function. Table 1 summarizes the results of these tests compared to synthetic. Figure 6 shows additional examples of visualizations of results from tests on images from the CoMoFoD and Image Manipulation Datasets [6] . Clearly, each prediction with the ELA stream is better than the single model alone, because the second stream helps to remove false positives by providing additional training features based on the level of compression of the manipulated regions compared to that of the original image. 
DISCUSSION
Both the Faster R-CNN model and the multi-stream version were able to effectively localize tampered regions from the traditionl image databases [8] , which shows that this proposed model is useful for detecting image fraud. The predicted accuracy of the tampered region, the proposed coordinates of the bounding box, and the FP rate are more accurate in the multi-stream model with ELA. Further, although the test set is different, the AP is higher than those in Table 1 in their paper in [29] and would likely be similar to results in table 7 if tested on NIST16 (since AUC seems to be close to AP). Based on a comparison of the output images and the results from [29] it is likely to be robust to BAG, ELA, noise analysis, DCT, and RLRN detection [20] on any image while having much clearer and more precise results. This implementation is also highly generalizable since non-JPEG images can be converted to JPEG prior to being input to the model for ELA without loss of prediction accuracy. These previous methods also lack a feature to place a bounding box with its accuracy over the localized region. Older methods normally use a sliding window of feature maps derived from fixed size box of image pixels to test for manipulated regions, while this network uses bounding box regression on various anchor box sizes to estimate the probability of a region being tampered allowing us to simultaneously capture more information within regions of the image. The ability to predict the RoI helps produce far less false positives by making the location of the region less ambiguous than previous methods. Future work involves training on the synthetic dataset prior to fine-tuning the network with the multiple combined traditional image manipulation databases, as well as testing a model with 3 or more streams. These tests will also be evaluated with similar metrics (F1 and AUC) to be directly compared to [29] .
